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Rethinking insurance - IBM
natural way Clients, agents, brokers, contact center agents, underwriters, claims handlers and many others experience the dissolving barriers
between humans and machine A new kind of partnership is possible that provides relevant knowledge and enhances …
Rethinking how work gets done in the insurance value chain
Rethinking how work gets done in the insurance value chain New technologies, new work options, new opportunities to unlock value By Ravin
Jesuthasan and Day Bishop The digital revolution, with its unprecedented pace of change and innovation, is transforming how work gets done across
the insurance value chain from sales and underwriting to
WHITE PAPER Rethinking Insurance: Customer Value and ...
RETHINKING INSURANCE: CUSTOMER VALUE AND SOLUTION INNOVATION FOR THE DIGITAL AGE 3 Out with the old For insurers, the chance
to change their relationship with customers may be good news Consumers trust insurance companies less than supermarkets, online shopping sites,
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car manufacturers and even the post-crisis banks, eg, a survey by EY found 53% of UK consumers cited …
Re-thinking Communications: A Guide for Insurance Agencies
Re-thinking Communications: A Guide for Insurance Agencies A publication by: At the heart of an insurance agency is customer service But with 65%
of those polled saying their agents provide “below average” customer service, it’s clear the insurance industry needs to look for every advantage
when it comes to communications with customers Many agents, recognizing that the telephone is
Claims 2.0: Rethinking High Performance in Claims
Claims 20: Rethinking High Performance in Claims White Paper Changing Channels Accenture Multi-Channel Distribution Insurance Consumer
Survey Effective multi-channel distribution: the solution to an ever-changing customer base 2 The research shining a harsh light on insurers’ value
propositions In the midst of all this, consumer trust in insurance companies has slumped, only one in three
VOLUME XX, NUMBER II SUMMER 2018 - The Insurance Library ...
Agency Marketing • Agents of Change: Rethinking Insurance Agency Marketing Company Histories • • The AIG Story Policy •Berkshire Beyond
Buffet: The Enduring Value of Values Dispute Resolution of Excess Liability Insurance • How the World Really Works Insurance At Lloyd's of London
•
DISRUPTION TRACKING | INSURANCE
DISRUPTION TRACKING | INSURANCE INTRODUCTION Insurers are facing a number of challenges in 2016 There are tough new regulatory
environments, a rise in power of the emerging markets and a rapid evolution of customer expectations All these shape the sector’s longer-term future
And much of this change is fuelled by
Rethinking U.S. Life Insurance Distribution
Rethinking US Life Insurance Distribution 5 Winds of Change Sales of life insurance and annuity products in the US are growing at less than 2
percent annually, below the rate of GDP growth Household penetration is now approximately 65 percent, compared to 83 percent in 1990 This
decline cuts across all wealth bands Among affluent households
Independent agents shift focus from service to growth
agents’ ability to deliver the ease, choice and expert advice that consumers want today and in the future But evolving to meet changing expectations
is a shared responsibility Like insurance carriers, independent agents who invest in technology and have a plan for meeting the consumer on their
terms will be the agents who win in the long term
Insurance corporate management
insurance organisations 41 Evaluate the threats and opportunities faced in managing insurance organisations 42 Make recommendations to mitigate
threats and exploit opportunities faced in managing insurance organisations 43 Consider transformation and change strategies 44 Incorporate
globalisation plus changing
INVESTOR DAY - Munich Re driving digital transformation
Product bundle of insurance, technology and service Sensor-based alarm system combined with house-hold insurance and assistance service Sensors
detect incident and notify customer and assistance service partner for immediate relief Joint sales with Deutsche Telekom Sale of smart-home bundle
via ERGO’s tied agents
The Nature of Policy Change and Implementation: A Review ...
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policy change may not lead to desired results if the process of implementation is omitted from consideration Thus the main question is: how can we
explain policy change and implementation? While there is a growing body of literature on policy change and implementation, this review can only
engage
Re-thinking Owning Life Insurance Inside a Corporation
Re-thinking Owning Life Insurance Inside a Corporation By Kurt Rosentreter, CPA, CA, CFP, CLU, CIMA, TEP, FCSI March 2018 All the rage in
Canada right now is insurance agents convincing dentists, doctors, lawyers, business owners and other self-employed professionals that it is a
brilliant tax maneuver to hold life insurance
[INSIGHT] By Peter H. Bickford Rethinking Insurance ...
Rethinking Insurance Guaranty Funds In addition to shining a bright light on the causes of the insolvency under the Liquidation Bureau’s
management, the ELNY failure has exposed the shortcomings of the life guaranty fund system, particularly as applied to the ELNY annuity book of
business continued on page 8
Rethinking distribution: Smart solutions for smart customers
In ‘Rethinking distribution: Smart solutions for smart customers’, we have attempted to answer these questions We have identified how the future
will be different from what it is today and how financial institutions, distribution channels and agents can respond to this change to capture new
opportunities We have included case studies
Rethinking the Three- Line Defence
Rethinking the Three-Line Defence As financial institutions seek strategies to reduce risk management costs without impairing effectiveness, those
that embrace the next generation of technology and analytics will be able to not only automate existing risk management activities but also build in
controls and monitoring in a new structure optimised
Accenture Distribution and Agency Management Survey ...
The survey found that insurance companies are accelerating the shift to a radically different distribution model, where digital plays an increasingly
important role in the majority of interactions, and agents’ efforts are being refocused to add more value Only one out of five carriers reject this model
(Figure 1)
Seizing the cyber insurance opportunity
building a cyber-oriented insurance company To give us a better idea of insurers’ views and concerns about cyber insurance, we held separate
discussions with approximately 20 industry practitioners and executives from across the value chain, including insurance carriers, managing general
agents (MGAs), brokers and reinsurers Their responses
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